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Focus on NFV - Network Functions Virtualization ?
Small Cell Forum Launches NFV Work Stream
The Small Cell Forum this month added a focus on Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) to its ongoing release program.
The NFV work stream, which started with a recent workshop, will look at virtualization options to figure out the optimal
approach as related to the small cell layer.

AT&T Launches Focused NFV Education Program
AT&T has created a series of "nanodegrees" -- six- to 12-month courses covering critical new software development skills.
The courses, which will be offered through Udacity, will cover SDN and NFV.

Telecoms Plan Rapid Move to NFV
A study by Infonetics Research finds that nearly 80% of telecom operators are planning to move to NFV in the next two
years. VoLTE deployments over the same time period will drive the change.

Oracle Offers NFV Platform
Oracle last month released a new platform called Application Orchestrator to manage the lifecycle of an NFV. The platform
will monitor performance while supporting multiple cloud systems.

Metaswitch Wants to Simplify NFV
Is OpenStack sufficient for NFV? Metaswitch Networks doesn't think so. The company has announced an open-source effort
called Project Calico to shift connectivity of NRV and cloud implementations to Layer 3, which it says will be less complex
than Layer 2 while also being more efficient.

14 Companies Earn NFV Pioneer Awards
Internet Telephony magazine has named Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco, Overture, Radware and ten other companies as the 2014
recipients of the NFV Pioneer Awards.

Wind River Wants to Speed Up NFV Deployment
The new Titanium Cloud ecosystem program from Wind River promises to speed up NFV deployment, the company
announced. Brocade, Metaswitch, Overture and other companies are participating in the program.

Ipanema and BT to Collaborate on NFV Research
Ipanema Technologies and BT's Adastral Park campus will collaborate on new research to demonstrate Ipanema's NFV
technologies.

Cellwize, EXFO Join Alcatel-Lucent's CloudBand
Cellwize and EXFO are the latest companies to join Alcatel-Lucent's CloudBand Ecosystem Program community, which was
created last year to foster NFV innovation and implementation. More...

NFV/SDN in RAN to hit $5 Billion by 2020
A new study from Market Research Reports predicts that NFV and SDN in the mobile RAN will generate $5 billion in
infrastructure spending by 2020.
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